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Optimal Asset Allocations in both ALM and LDI 
 Approaches of Pension Funds 
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Abstract 
When we consider pension fund management, asset only approach is traditionally used 
for optimal asset allocation. Recently, optimal asset allocation based on surplus 
framework is noteworthy. So, we investigate the feature of optimal asset allocation 
under the consideration of both asset and liability in pension fund. There are two surplus 
approaches such as ALM and LDI. We use mainly ALM approach which is often called 
as a balance sheet type ALM. Because, we apply this idea for Japanese government 
pension fund and the plan yield is given as 3.2 percent by Japanese government. 
However, the mainstream of pension fund management in U.K., Holland, and Denmark, 
etc. is LDI. The concept of LDI is also accepted and executed by the U.S.A..  
So, we apply LDI’s idea into this analysis. Namely, we execute the simulations by 
changing the volatility of liability and notice the difference of efficient frontier in both 
surplus and asset only approaches. Thus, as we increase the surplus return, the asset 
allocation of higher risk assets will increase and also increase the surplus risk 
simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of surplus is utilized in pension fund management to grasp the future 
movement of funding ratio: ttt LAF /= . Surplus is presented by market value and 
equals pension asset minus pension liability. In addition, the pension liability is 
represented by ABO: Accumulated Benefit Obligation, or PBO: Projected Benefit 
Obligation. The reason for us to use funding ratio in surplus approach, not pension 
asset minus pension liability is that there is a possibility of negative surplus in 
pension asset minus pension liability. And this is not convenient for the balance 
sheet type ALM (=Asset Liability Management). Especially, pension ALM focuses 
on the surplus. The purpose of it is to minimize the risk of decrease in surplus and 
figure out the policy asset mix to maximize the return. Here, we check the asset 
allocation of continuous time series model in surplus framework. By explaining the 
asset pricing process, we show the optimal asset allocation in asset only approach in 
multiple assets. Next, we introduce the asset allocation that the movement of 
liability is based on the Brownian motion. Furthermore, we compare the difference 
of optimal asset allocation between asset only approach and surplus approach under 
the specified power utility function. In the past literature review, Sharpe and Tint 
(1990) discuss the asset allocation in consideration of not only asset, but also 
liability and propose the idea of ALM in the corporate pension funds. Tanaka and 
Kitamura (2004) execute the survey of the methodology for pension fund risk 
control by using the idea of ALM. 
While, the concept of LDI (=Liability Driven Investment) is diffused in U.K., 
Holland, Denmark, etc. now. The concept is also accepted and executed by the 
U.S.A.. Concerning LDI, Martellini (2006) discusses the difference between ALM 
and LDI from the perspectives both of practitioners and Academics. Roman (2008) 
introduces the examples of European countries that adopted LDI. Usuki (2007) 
proposes the introduction of LDI in Japan by indicating the merits. However, the 
infrastructure for introducing LDI has not yet completed in Japanese pension fund 
system including accounting standard based on market value. 
 Basically, the ideas of both ALM and LDI seem to be almost the same. But, the 
main difference between the two is the discount rate. Namely, LDI uses the rate of 
long term bond and ALM uses the rate of fixed plan yield. Furthermore, LDI focuses 
on the volatile risk of interest for pension liability from a short term perspective. 
ALM focuses on the attainment of target return under the premises that the pension 
plan continues for a long period of time. And if plan sponsor has a same duration’s 
bond in asset side as compared with long term bond in liability side, it’s relatively 
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easy to match the fluctuation of asset and liability. This idea holds true to LDI, but it 
does not hold true to ALM due to the fixed plan yield. In other words, LDI are much 
more flexible than traditional ALM. Other differences between the two are that LDI 
considers the use of derivatives such as option and swap, and LDI adopts the idea of 
risk budgeting. On the other hand, The Japanese government pension fund case is 
cited in this case. Because Japanese government pension fund uses asset only 
approach, not surplus approach. The merit of asset only approach is to omit the 
complicated calculations of liability side and concentrates on the asset side problem. 
But, the demerit of asset only approach is that the weight of risk assets will become 
large due to the ignorance of correlations between asset and liability. While, surplus 
approach considers the correlations between asset and liability. Thus, this approach 
selects the asset allocation to minimize the surplus risk by considering a given target 
growth rate of surplus. As a result, generally speaking, investment weight of 
domestic bonds which have high correlations with liability will increase in this 
approach. We can also indicate the feature of ALM and LDI approaches from this 
analysis. 
 
2. Model 
    At first, we examine the asset allocation used the continuous time series model in 
surplus framework. Price process of risk free bonds  is written as  
under the conditions that risk free interest 
0S dtrSdS tt
00 =
r  is constant. Generally, stochastic 
process of risk assets  is written as iS
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while,  means the n dimensional standard Brownian motion. And 
the numbers of Brownian motions and assets are the same. 
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   For example, we introduce the asset allocation of multiple assets in asset only 
approach. Pension fund holds pension asset ; . The price process of pension asset 
is expressed as 
tA
( )[ ]CdWdtrAdA TTtt φλφ ++= ………………………………….....(2) 
while,  means the asset allocation ratio of risk assets.  [ nT φφφφ ...21= ]
Suppose that the utility function is ( )TAU  under the terminal date; Tt = . We select 
the optimal asset allocation  to maximize the utility function. The value function 
is …………………………………………………..……...(3) 
∗
Aφ
( ) ([ Tt AUEAtV φmax, = )]
HJB (=Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman) formula is written as 
0
2
1max 2 =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++ AATATt VDAVAV φφλφφ …………………………………………… (4) 
Here, . D is a covariance matrix among assets. TCCD =
First order condition of optimal solution is …..……………...(5) 02 =+ AAA VADAV φλ
and optimal asset allocation  is ∗Aφ
AA
A
A AV
VD λφ 1−∗ −= ………………………….. (6) 
We must specify the utility function to get an explicit asset allocation.  
Suppose that the utility function of pension fund in terminal date is .  γ/rTAU =
We can conjecture V as ( ) ( ) γγ /, tfATtV t= and calculate .  AAA VV /
Thus, optimal asset allocation is obtained by λγφ
1
1
1 −∗
−= DA ……………….…….(7) 
  Next, we introduce the pension liability and also deem that its movement is based on 
the Brownian motion. The market price of liability  is tL
1dWLdtLdL tLtLt σμ += ..............................................................................................(8) 
Lμ  and are drift and volatility respectively and constant.  is a standard 
Brownian motion. In addition, suppose that pension asset has a correlation with 
pension liability. The price process of pension asset ; A is 
Lσ 1W
( )[ ]CdWdtrAdA TtTttt φλφ ++= ……………………………………………………....(9) 
where, n dimensional vector [ ]nT φφφφ ...21=  of each asset class .  iS
Generally, pension fund selects the optimal asset allocation  which maximize the 
expected utility of funding ratio:
∗φ
TTT LAF /=  under the terminal date Tt = .  
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Namely, { } ( ) ( )[ ]Tttt FUELAtH =∈ ,,maxarg φφ ……………………………………(10)               
Boundary conditions is based on the funding ratio ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
T
T
TT L
AULATH ,,  in the 
terminal date. Likewise, the value function s 
………………………………………………………..(11) 
( tt LAtV , ),  i
)]( ) ([ Tttt FUELAtV φmax,, =
HJB formula of the value function  is 
{ } 0
2
1
2
1max 1
222 =++++++ ALLTLLLLLAATATt ALVCVLLVVADAVrV σφσμφφλφφ ..(12) 
where,  is the first row of matrix . Suppose that the existence of optimal 
solution , first order condition is ………...(13) 
1C C
∗φ 012 =++ ALLAAA ALVCVADAV σφλ
Thus, the optimal asset allocation  in Surplus approach is ∗Sφ
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
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L
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A
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Furthermore, suppose that utility function is ( ) γγ /FFU T = , we can conjecture the 
value function as ( ) ( )( )γγγγ tfLALAtV tt −= 1, , , where ( )tf  is a function of 
differentiable time t. The partial derivatives of value functions are 
,( )( )γγγ tfLAVA −−= 1 ( ) ( )( )γγγγ tfLAVAA −−−= 21 , ( )( )γγγγ tfLAVAL 11 −−−−= ………….(15) 
The ratios of partial derivatives of value functions in the optimal asset allocation 
become
 
( )( )
( ) ( )( ) 11 2
1
−=−= −−
−−
γγ γγγ
γγγ A
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V
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A , ( )( )( )( ) LtfLA
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A
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1
11
γγ γγγ
γγγ
−=−= −−
−−−
…(16) 
Thus, the optimal asset allocation  is  calculated by substituting equation (16) to 
equation (14). Namely,
 
∗
Sφ
( LS CD σγλγφ 111
1 −−=
−∗ )……………………………...…(17) 
We can notice that there is a difference ( )γσγ −− 1/11 LCD  of optimal asset allocation 
in between asset only approach and surplus approach . This term is relied on     ∗Aφ ∗Sφ
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the correlation and risk in both asset and liability, not relied on the expected return 
(plan yield ) of liability. And optimal asset allocation is not relied on the initial 
funding ratio. We can show the instantaneous efficient frontier under the framework 
of surplus. Strictly speaking, surplus means asset minus liability, but we take up the 
funding ratio. 
Stochastic process which pension asset A has is ……..(18) tt
T
t
T
t dWCAdtAdA φμφ +=
Here,  is n dimensional vector, φ μ  is n dimensional vector, C is nn ×  
dimensional volatility matrix, and W is n dimensional standard Brownian motion. 
Likewise, stochastic process of liability  is …………(19) tL
L
tLLt LdWLdtdL σμ +=
Lμ  is an expected growth rate of liability and Lσ  is a volatility of liability.  is 
a standard Brownian motion. The inverse of liability is written as .  
LW
LG /1=
 
The process of G is given from Ito’s lemma as 
L
LLL dWL
GLdt
L
GL
L
GL
t
GdG ∂
∂+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂= σσμ 2
2
22
2
1 …………………………….(20) 
  If we substitute , ,and , into equation 
(20), the process of inverse of liability become 
0/ =∂∂ tG 2/1/ LLG −=∂∂ 322 /2/ LLG −=∂∂
( ){ }LtLLt dWdtLLd σσμ +−−= 211 .(21)  
In addition, the process of funding ratio ( )LAd /  is also given from equation (18) 
and (21) as 
( ){ }LtLtLTLLT dWCdWdtCLALAd σφσφσμμφ −+−+−= 12 ………………..(22) 
Here,  is represented as first column 1C [ ]121111 ... nC σσσ=  of matrix C by using 
Cholesky decomposition. In addition,  is decomposed as . D
TCCD =
The instantaneous expected growth rate ( )φm  under a certain asset allocation  is 
given as ……………………………….…………(23) 
φ
( ) LTLLT Cm σφσμμφφ 12 −+−=
And instantaneous volatility ( )φv  becomes ( ) LTLT CDv σφσφφφ 12 2−+= ...........(24) 
For example, asset allocation  to minimize risk under a given return  is given 
by solving the following optimal problem.  
∗φ ∗μ
 
( )φφ vmin  
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subject to ( ) ∗= μφm ,  1=eTφ
Let Lagrange multipliers be θ and λ , Lagrange function  becomes ( )⋅l
( ) ( ) ( )1222,, 1212 −+−+−+−+= eCCDl TLTLLTLTLT φλσφσμμφθσφσφφλθφ …....(25) 
First order conditions of optimality are 
022222 11 =+−+−=∂
∂ eCCDl LL λσθθμσφφ , 01 =−−+−=∂
∂ ∗μσφσμμφθ L
T
LL
T Cl ,
01=−=∂
∂ el Tφλ ………………...………..(26) 
Thus, optimal asset allocation  is 
...(27)  
φ
eDCDDCD LL
1
1
11
1
1 −−−− −+−= λθσμθσφ
while, ……………...………..…..(28) 
1111
11
−−−− −+−= DeDCDDC TTLTTLT λθσθμσφ
We define ,. , 
, , , . We also define 
,
μ11 −= DCL TD μμ 1−= DM TD
μ1−= DeN TD 111 CDCX TD −= eDCY TD 11 −= eDeZ TD 1−=
DLDDL NML
22 σσα −−= DDL NY −=σβ , ,DLLLDL YL 22 σσμσχ −+−= DZ=δ ,
1−= DLYση .                  
Here, we substitute equation (28) to equation (26). After that, we also substitute the 
former definitions to the substituted equation (26). Finally, if we solve the 
simultaneous equations ,0=−++ ∗μχβλαθ 0=+− ηδλβθ , Lagrange multipliers 
becomes ( ) 2βαδ βημχδθ + +−−=
∗
 and ( ) 2βαδ αημχβλ + −−−=
∗
…………………..…(29) 
If we substitute equation (29) to equation (27), we can get an optimal asset allocation 
φ  under a certain expected return .  In addition, we can draw an efficient *μ
frontier by changing .  
*μ
 
3. Empirical Results 
We consider Domestic Bond, Domestic Equity, Foreign Bond, Foreign Equity, and 
Liability for analysis. We use NIKKO J-MIX Indices in both Domestic Bond and 
Domestic Equity. We also use JP Morgan Government Bond Indices (GBI) for 
Foreign Bond, and MSCI-KOKUSAI for Foreign Equity. These data are from 
January 1988 to December 2007 on a monthly basis in Japanese Yen. Furthermore, 
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efficient frontiers in the following analyses are instantaneous, not continuous. 
Suppose that we will predict the efficient frontier at the end of January 2008. Because, 
we usually use historical data to predict the next period. More specifically, the 
expected return in each asset in the past 20 years on a monthly basis will be used to 
predict the expected return on January 2008. 
 
Table 1. shows the return and risk in each asset.  
Expected Return
Domestic Bonds 4.01% 0.0011341 -2.65464E-05 3.78998E-05 1.2817E-05
Domestic Equities 2.13% -2.655E-05 0.036862893 -7.253E-05 0.00086801
Foreign Bonds 6.91% 3.79E-05 -7.253E-05 0.007457894 0.00059929
Foreign Equities 9.52% 1.282E-05 0.000868008 0.000599289 0.02674232
Covariance Matrix
Table 1. Return and Risk in Each Asset
 
 
Table 2. shows the plan yield, change of liability’s volatility with simulations, and 
change of related parameters. Especially, plan yield, in other words, expected growth 
rate of liability is determined as 3.2 percent by Japanese government. The basis of 3.2 
percent is building block style. Table-2 also corresponds to ALM approach. 
 
Plan Yield* 3.20%
Volatility of Liability 1.00% 3.00% 5.00%
LD 1.19 1.19 1.19
MD 2.34 2.34 2.34
ND 47.73 47.73 47.73
XD 1.00 1.00 1.00
YD 29.69 29.69 29.69
ZD 1065.42 1065.42 1065.42
α -2.32 -2.31 -2.34
β -47.43 -46.84 -46.25
χ -0.02 0.00 0
δ 1065.42 1065.42 1065.42
η -0.70 -0.11 0.48
Table 2. Transition of Volatility and related Parameters (ALM)
*Expected Growth Rate of Liability
.03
 
 
Glancing at Table 3-(a), we can notice that the proportion of riskless asset such as 
Domestic Bond will decrease with the increase of surplus return and risk. However, 
the proportion of decrease will decrease with the increase of liability’s volatility. 
 While, the proportions of risk assets such as Foreign Bond and Foreign Equity will 
increase with the increase of surplus return and risk. The only exception is 
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Domestic(=Japanese) Equity, because it is not attractive for its high risk and low 
return tendency due to the collapse of bubble economy in 1990. Incidentally, the 
aftermath of it continued for more than a decade. Even if we change the volatility of 
liability, the same trend can be found out in Table 4-(a), and Table 5-(a). For reference, 
asset only frameworks corresponding to surplus frameworks are listed as Table 3-(b). 
We also list asset only frameworks in the following related Tables.  
 If we contrast the Figure 1-(a) and Figure 1-(b), we can find out that the efficient 
portfolio between the two are different from. Because, we must consider the volatility 
of liability in surplus approach. Thus, most riskless asset will become, not risk free 
assets but bonds which have the same duration of pension liability in this case. We 
can confirm this in Figure 2-(a), Figure 2-(b), Figure 3-(a), and Figure 3-(b),  
In addition, we can also notice graphically that the percentage of Foreign Bond and 
Foreign Equity will increase and Domestic Bond and Domestic Equity will decrease 
with the increase of surplus risk from Figure 1-(c). Namely, Domestic Bond, 
Domestic Equity, Foreign Bond, and Foreign Equity from left to right are illustrated 
in Figure 1-(c). This holds true to Figure 2-(c) and 3-(c).  
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Figure 1-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (ALM) ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 1-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 1-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (ALM) ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 2-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (ALM) ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 2-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 2-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (ALM) ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 3-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (ALM) ; σ＝5.00％ 
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Figure 3-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝5.00％ 
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Figure 3-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (ALM) ; σ＝5.00％ 
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 Table-6. shows the Yield on TSE Bonds (10years) with longest remaining maturity, 
change of liability’s volatility with simulations, and change of related parameters. 
Especially, the Yield on TSE Bonds (10years); 1.44 % is derived from the data at the 
end of January 2008. Table-6 also corresponds to LDI approach. If we compare 
between the ALM and LDI, the main difference is in the expected growth rate of 
Liability. The results of following LDI’s Tables are almost similar to the former 
ALM’s ones. Likewise the Tables’ results, the following LDI’s Figures also show the 
similarity. However, if we compare the surplus efficient frontiers in both ALM and 
LDI, we notice that surplus returns in LDI are always higher than that of ALM under 
a given volatility of liability. Because, the discount rate, in other words, expected 
growth rate of liability in LDI is smaller than that of ALM. So, the pension liability of 
LDI at the end of January 2008 will become larger than that of ALM. Thus, higher 
surplus return is required in LDI to avoid the shortage of funding. 
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Figure 4-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (LDI) ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 4-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 4-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (LDI) ; σ＝1.00％ 
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Figure 5-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (LDI) ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 5-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 5-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (LDI) ; σ＝3.00％ 
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Figure 6-(a). Surplus Efficient Frontier (LDI) ; σ＝5.00％ 
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 Figure 6-(b). Efficient Frontier of Asset Only ; σ＝5.00％ 
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Figure 6-(c). Asset Allocation Ratio (LDI) ; σ＝5.00％ 
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4. Conclusion 
We have compared surplus approach with asset only approach in this analysis.  
Then, we have noticed that if we consider liability with surplus approach, the shape 
of efficient frontier would much more different from the asset only approach.  
The reason is that most riskless asset would become, not risk free assets but bonds 
in this case from the idea of duration matching. Therefore, the movement of efficient 
frontier would occur. Finally, LDI’s framework would play an important role from 
now on. Because, the movement of evaluating the pension liability with market 
value are becoming stronger in Europe under the convergence of international 
accounting standard. 
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